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San Nicolas Is Getting It's Baby Beach Resort.
Alejandro Murcia ,Managing
Director of Three Rivers Real
Estate, in cooperation with San
Nicolas Business Association,
confirmed the continuation of
the "Secrets Baby Beach Resort,
by giving a presentation of the
content of the hotel and that
basic works at the worksite are
on going.
The representative of the Real Estate Company showed the restaurants ,
swimming pools , dinning centers, and more, that will form part of the
hotel that is planned to be completed in the year
2023. According to Alejandro Murcia, the first All Inclusive hotel for the
San Nicolas area will have a different touch than the hotels that already
are on the island. In this case he said that the landscape of the surrounding
area will form part of the fauna of the hotel.
What the part of the construction concern when reach the top of this ,600
workers will be needed. And when the construction is completed at first
will need 300 workers and as the hotel reach to its actual force of doing
business 600 workers will be needed to attend the guests. The last
mentioned is concerning the first phase of the Resort, that will consist of
600 rooms. The existence of the Resort concern will contribute to
expansion of the economy of the island, due to the fact that more tourist
will be visiting the island, according to Alejandro Murcia.
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Commandeur Pieter Boer School
Changes It's Name To Xander Bogaerts
School.
The well known
Commandeur
Pieter Boer School
has changed it's
name to Xander
Bogaerts School,
after asking the
head of the school
the reason, she
explained to me
that after doing
some history of
the person that the school name came from they
realized that this person was not a good person,
and should not represent a school, so when
looking for a new name they choose the name of
one of their ex students who is the world famous
Base Ball Player Xander Bogaerts as a good
example to represent the school, and motivate
the kids that they can become anything they put
their minds to. Xander Bogaerts could not fight
back his tears of joy,as he still remembers his
school days and was so happy to be a part of it's
new name.
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Talented 6th Graders Show Their Skills
12 Selected 6th graders from around
Aruba won a chance for their drawing
to be on the T-shirts for Himno y
Banders this year, this campaign
started with over 1000 drawings, and
they choose the best 12, and they will
challenge each other, and the winner
will have their work of art displayed to
the world. This year the theme is our
owls. this campaign is brought to you
by Impex.
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